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Abstract
In this paper we describe the photometry instruments of Ariel, consisting of the
VISPhot, FGS1 and FGS2 photometers in the visual and mid-IR wavelength. These
photometers have their own cadence, which can be independent from each other and
the cadence of the spectral instruments. Ariel will be capable to do high cadence and
high precision photometry in independent bands. There is also a possibility for syn-
thetic Jsynth, Hsynth, and wide-band thermal infrared photometry from spectroscopic
data. Although the cadence of the synthetic bands will be identical to that of the spec-
trographs, the precision of synthetic photometry in the suggested synthetic bands will
be at least as precise as the optical data. We present the accuracy of these instru-
ments. We also review selected fields of new science which will be opened up by the
possibility of high cadence multiband space photometry, including stellar rotation,
spin-orbit misalignment, orbital precession, planetary rotation and oblateness, tidal
distortions, rings, and moons.

Keywords Instrumentation – techniques: photometric

1 Introduction

High precision photometry of exoplanets opened a rich collection of tools for mea-
suring the fundamental planet properties and to derive constraints for their internal
composition and the atmosphere [6, 19, 20, 30, 33, 37, 85]. The transits of the largest
planets could have been detected from the ground [8, 65], while space telescopes
CoRoT [7], Kepler [13], TESS [67] and CHEOPS [12] allowed to overcome the
atmosphere-limited photometry, leading to the discovery of a huge set of exoplanets.
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The transiting planet moves along the transit chord, and selectively occults a part
of the star along the path [54, 62, 72, 90]. The precise shape of the resulting light
curve depends on the optical interaction of the stellar surface and the planet’s shape.
The planet is usually characterised by a set of 5 parameters, such as the rotational
period (P ), the transit time (T0), the planet-to-star radius ratio (Rp/R∗), the relative
semi-major axis (a/R∗), and the impact parameter (b) which is the distance of the
center of the transit chord from the center of the star, in relative units. The star is
described by the wavelength-dependent limb darkening coefficients [27–29]. In the
case of rapidly rotating stars, the gravity darkening introduces a temperature gradi-
ent along the meridian, which has to be accounted for in such cases [2, 9, 26, 53,
79]. Most recently, stellar surface structures have been also involved to represent the
presence of large stellar spots or faculae, and chromatic stellar activity features [68,
70].

Inferring planet parameters from a monochromatic photometry faces several
important degeneracies in the parameter space. The most important of these are
the multilateral degenerations of the limb darkening coefficients with b, and con-
sequently, with a/R∗ and Rp/R∗ [36]. These degeneracies can be mostly resolved
multicolour photometry and a direct fitting of the limb darkening coefficients from
the multicolour observations [36].

The importance of precise exoplanet photometry from space is inevitably enor-
mous. In the field, the precise photometry of Ariel (Atmospheric Remote sensing
Infrared Exoplanet Large survey; [63, 64, 66, 84] will play a role as the first space
observatory for exoplanets, which takes simultaneous multicolour photometry in
three optical bands, together with the spectroscopic observations. The spectral range
covers the visible from 0.5 μm to the infrared to 7.8 μm wavelengths [38, 63, 84,
91]. The multiband photometry opens new, mostly unexperienced opportunities in
defining the science case of the Ariel mission. The role of the present paper is to
1) predict the precision in planet parameter determination for various planets around
various stellar types; and 2) to explore new science that can be reached with help of
the forthcoming multiband Ariel photometric data.

According to this dual aim, this paper consists of two major parts. It first gives a
description of the photometric instruments of Ariel, from a viewpoint of the further
data analysis and precision. After this review, a couple of new science cases are inves-
tigated for their feasibility with Ariel, and finally we conclude about the expected
performance of these ”exotic” observations.

2 The photometric system

The Ariel satellite mount two spectrometers and three photometers which will be the
source of photometry data [59]. The Ariel Infrared Spectrometer (AIRS) is a two
prism-dispersed channels that cover the band width (1.95–3.9)μm with R > 100
and (3.9–7.8)μm with R > 30). NIRSpec is slitless prism spectrometer with spectral
resolving power R > 15 in spectral range of (1.1–1.92) μm.
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The Ariel photometric system contains three photometers, covering the (0.5–
1.1) μm wavelength range in the visual and mid-IR. The photometers contain
VISPhot (0.5–0.6 μm) and two Ariel Fine Guidance Sensors (FGS1 at (0.6–0.8) μm
and FGS2 at (0.8–1.11) μm). These are wide band detectors, roughly corresponding
to the Cousins V (VISPhot), R–I (FGS1), and SDSS z (FGS2) passbands. The signal
of these photometers can be read out independently from each other and the spectro-
scopic detectors. There is a possibility for a read-out cadence below 1 frame/second.
It is also possible to read out one instrument at high cadence for rapid time resolution,
and the other two instruments at a longer cadence, high S/N mode. See the passbands
in Table 1.

The NIRSpec low-dispersion spectrograph covers the (1.24–1.92) μm wavelength
range. The NIRSpec spectra can also be used for photometry. The cadence of the
NIR photometry will be identical to what is defined by the spectroscopic aims. The
special advantage in the NIR range is, however, the possibility of defining custom
digital passbands, either for dedicated spectro-photometric or wide-band photome-
try applications. Of these, a synthetic J and H band is of special importance, due
to their widespread photometric applications. There will be a possibility to define
further synthetic passbands in the thermal wavelengths from the AIRS instrument.
This definition is flexible, as the response curve will be a set of weights that define
a weighted mean of flux, centered at a weighted mean of wavelengths. Once the
spectrum of a certain star and a planet is taken, the set of weights can be optimised
to maximise the signal from the star, the signal from the planet, and to separate
the two sources as much as possible. Now we just wish to qualitatively demon-
strate the abilities of AIRS as a very wide-band photometer, and for this purpose
we consider a Thermal wide band that sums up the entire signal detected by the
AIRS..

Photometric and spectroscopic measurements will be taken simultaneously, with
application of beam splitters. There will be a precise photometry for all spectroscopy
targets. By optimising the observation strategy for transit time, duration and/or depth,
we can measure transit time variations (TTVs), transit duration variations (TDVs)
and transit depth variations very precisely.

Table 1 The visual photometric bands and synthetic NIR bands of Ariel

Name Wavelength Bandwidth Left bin edge RightBinEdge

μm μm μm μm Instrument

VISPhot 0.55 0.1 0.5 0.6 VISphot

FGS1 0.7 0.2 0.6 0.8 FGS1

FGS2 0.95 0.3 0.8 1.1 FGS2

Jsynth 1.26 0.16 1.18 1.34 NIRSpec

Hsynth 1.65 0.28 1.51 1.79 NIRSpec
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Ariel will be the first dedicated exoplanet space telescope that is able to perform a
multi-band photometry with ultra-short cadence (super-Hz sampling), paving a road
to new science applications.

2.1 Photometric performance

To describe the performance of the Ariel photometers, we designed a set of 120 model
systems, consisting of 3 representative kind of planets around 10 model stars, in all
combinations at 4 different distances. The stars represented the A0, A5, F0, F5, G0,
G2, G5, K0, K5, M0 spectral types, with solar metallicity and 65 million years of age.
The stars were described by the K absolute brightness, mass, radius (thus log g), and
temperature, which were taken from the Padova isochrones. The stars were placed
at 10, 30, 100, and 300 pc distances, assuming no interstellar absorption. Because of
the spectroscopic observation requirements, only those configuration were taken into
account where the host star had a K magnitude in the range of (3.5–8.5) μm.

Three model planets were assumed in these systems: a Hot Jupiter (Rp = 1.0 RJ ),
a hot Neptune (Rp = 3.9 RE) and a hot super-Earth (Rp = 1.8 RE). The model
planets were placed on orbits that had a period of 5 days (hence, the semi-major axis
depended on the stellar mass). The impact parameter was chosen to be b = 0 in all
cases.

S/N ratios were calculated with ExoSim [70] for the three photometers and the
individual dispersion elements in the spectrographs. Signal-to-noise ratios in the syn-
thetic visual, near-infrared (NIR), J , H and wide-band thermal bands were calculated
by summing up the signal and the noise levels assuming independence of the noise
in the different dispersion elements (white Gaussian noise). The summary of noise
calculations are provided in an on-line data table.

The precise determination of the fundamental transit parameters such as tran-
sit time, transit duration and transit depth is the key to studies of planet structure,
planet-planet perturbations, and the possible existence of a moon. To demonstrate the
precision, we defined a set of template systems at various distances.

2.2 Limb darkening coefficients

For the light curve simulations, limb-darkening coefficients (LDC) were computed
specifically for the Ariel photometric system and were performed by adopting the
least-square method. [23] found that the law that best represents the profile of the
specific intensities was the polynomial with 4-terms. Especially for transit photome-
try, the logarithmic, square-root, and non-linear laws are superior to the quadratic and
linear laws [41]. Therefore we calculated four-parameter non-linear LDCs for a wide
range of stellar parameters (Teff: (3500–40,000) K, log g: (0.0–+5.0), Z: (−5.0–
+1), and microturbulent velocities of 0, 1, 2, 4, and 8 km/s) according to the method
described in details in [26] and [27]. The coefficients were calculated using ATLAS
models.

The LDC law adopted in the simulations is written as:

I (μ)I (1) = 1 − c1(1 − μ1/2) − c2(1 − μ) − c3(1 − μ3/2) − c4(1 − μ2). (1)
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Here, I (1) is the specific intensity at the centre of the disk and cn coefficients are
the corresponding LDCs. The μ is given by cos(γ ), where γ is the angle between
the line of sight and the outward surface normal. Since the filter transmission curves
for Ariel may change in the future, the model atmosphere intensities were convolved
with a box-like transmission curve, covering the designed bands. This approximation
is sufficient for feasibility analysis. When the filters will have been produced, the
calculations will be updated accordingly, and extended to linear, square root, loga-
rithmic and four-term models to support precise parameter determinations from Ariel
photometric data.

These LDCs are not intended to serve as “official” Ariel LDCs, but support the
repeatability and improvement of the results shown in this paper, and may be for cal-
culating other scenarios. It is also known that a discrepancy between LD parametric
models and reconstructions from transit photometry is usually experienced [46, 55,
58], and for quality data, the best approach is to let the LDCs be free in the fitting pro-
cedure[36, 40]. The present LDCs are however the best descriptions of the expected
stellar profiles, and they can be widely used for various simulated observations for
feasibility studies and also, target selections and updates. The complete data tables
can be downloaded as an on-line source belonging to this paper.

2.3 Precision of planet parameters

The simulations were calculated with the FITSH code of [62]. The model light curves
had a transit time of T = 0, an orbital period of 5 days, while the semi-major axis was
calculated from Kepler’s 3rd law. White noise taken from ExoSim [70] was added
to the light curves. Finally, these simulations reflected the constant host stars with
the effective temperatures and K magnitudes belonging to the modelled central star
type and its assumed distance. For each light curves, 100 different realisations of the
white noise were considered. Then the noisified synthetic light curves, as simulated
observations, were fed again into FITSH in the solver mode. Although FITSH is
capable to fit any kind of systematic patterns in a parametric analytical form and/or
fed into the algorithm as detrending covectors, we did not use these options in solving
the synthetic observations because no red noise nor slow varying systematics were
added to the noise model. (This can be done later when the red noise model for the
instruments will be available.) The resolver optimised the model parameters along an
MCMC grid, then the errors in the parameters were characterised by the statistical
standard deviation of the best-fit parameters.

Such way, the synthetic light curves of the 120 sample systems were solved to
derive the precision of the best-fit planetary parameters. In Fig. 1 we show the result-
ing precision. The left column of figures shows the expected error in transit depth
(and also r2

p if the stellar radius is exactly known) in percent. The right column is
the expected error in transit mid-time in seconds. The first row of figures shows the
precision of the parameters in case of the model Jupiter, the second one is the model
Neptune, and the third one is the model super-Earth.

The curves of different colours show model stars at different distances. There are
two curves in all colour, the one with circle symbols is VISPhot, the curve with trian-
gle plot symbols show FGS2. FGS1 was calculated but not plotted to avoid the visual
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Fig. 1 The precision in transit depth and transit time around A0–M0 ZAMS stars, with various sized
companions on 5 day orbit, as determined from VISPhot and FGS2 data

confusion. We checked that in all cases, the curve belonging to FGS1 is roughly
halfway between VISPhot and FGS2.

Nearby early type (F0 and hotter stars at 10 pc distance) are too bright, and no
calculations were made – this explains the lack of red coloured points above 6000
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K effective temperature. Early type stars at the 30 pc distance are still too bright in
FGS2 band, and only VISPhot calculations were performed.

Nearby stars are all bright enough for a practically photon-noise free photometry,
since the measurement will be limited by the 20 ppm

√
hr instrumental noise floor,

independently from the brightness of the star. In this case, the precision will be scaled
by the depth and the duration of the transit signal. The smaller the star, the better
precision in the planet parameters will be possible.

Towards the far end of the template star sample, late type stars are considerably
fainter, and their measurement will be limited by the photon noise. Early type stars
will be, however, still instrument-noise limited. There will be a local optimum for the
precision in planet parameters, which is distance dependent. In summary, Ariel offers
the most precise planet parameters in case of K–M host stars nearby, G spectral type
at 100 pc distance, and F spectral type at 300 pc.

A general conclusion is that systems around the early type stars offer a very similar
precision in the entire examined distance range, almost regardless to the distance. On
the contrary, the precision of parameter determination in systems around late type
stars cover a wide range: planets around nearby M stars can be measured with the
best precision in the sample, while M stars at 300 pc distance give significantly less
precision than all other model systems.

2.4 Synthetic photometry from spectroscopy

It is possible to define a synthetic Jsynth and Hsynth band from Ariel NIR spectrometer.
These contain the sum of fluxes from dispersion elements centred between (1.18–
1.30) μm (Jsynth) and (1.51–1.75) μm (Hsynth). The advantage of these bands is that
Hsynth has a better S/N in all wavelengths as the visual band, while Jsynth has also
a higher S/N in most cases than the visual photometers, with the exception of K-
M stars. We compare the performance of these bands in Fig. 2 in the example of a
Jupiter and a Neptune around A5, G0, K5 stars at 100 pc distance (all stellar and
orbital parameters are identical to the calculations shown in Fig. 1.)

It is also possible to combine the signal from the three visual photometers, either
by combining them into one band, or by solving the three-colour light curves jointly.
This eventually leads to a better precision than the individual visual bands offer, the
joint precision being compatible or better than Hsynth. Also, the entire signal from
the NIR spectrometer can be summed up or solved separately, dispersion-element-
by-dispersion-element. This leads to the most precise parameter estimates, roughly
1.5 times more precise for transit depth and 1.8 times more precise for transit time
(both factors slightly depending on the actual stellar parameters), with the longer
cadence that will be determined by the observation requirements for the spectroscopic
measurements. The thermal infrared synthetic band contains the entire signal from
AIRS. This band is less precise than the combined NIR band, and the cadence will
be also longer, so it has no added value to the planet parameter estimation. The ther-
mal emission of the hottest planets will be visible in this band. Combining thermal
and optical observations promises a possible measurement of the absorptivity on the
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Fig. 2 The precision in transit depth (left column) and transit time (right column) around A0, G0 and K5
ZAMS stars, with a Neptune-sized companions on 5 day orbit. VISPhot, FGS1, FGS2 and unnotated black
dots show the precision in a single dispersion element, for the full transit. Jsynth and Hsynth are synthetic
J and H bands from NIR spectra. The precision in the combined Visual, NIR and Thermal infrared
wavelengths are also indicated

surface of the planet (“albedo”) in the wavelengths of the incident starlight and possi-
bly, a large-scale mapping of the temperature distribution at the top of the atmosphere
[53].
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3 Some aspects of new science with the Ariel photometric system

In this Section, we discuss the feasibility of observing “exotic” light curve features
beyond the classical 5-parametric reconstruction of transit data. The synthesis of the
light curve based on 2D representation of the stellar disk, and distorted planets were
sent into transit before this disk. The simulations were calculated in a 4000×4000
image matrix and with a stepsize of 15 seconds by default. The multiband signals then
were compared to their 5-parametric reconstruction, with the following free parame-
ters: transit time, orbital period, planet-to-star radius, orbital semi-major axis in units
of stellar radius, impact parameter [61]. Since we included only single transits to the
analysis, the orbital period was kept fixed at its nominal value (the input parameter
of the simulations) and we fitted the remaining four parameters. We concluded about
the observability of the tested case if the deviations exceeded the expected level of
photon noise.

3.1 Transit duration and transit depth variations— signs of orbit evolution

As known from the theory of satellite motions [48], higher order moments of the
gravitational potential of a host body yield periodic and secular perturbations in the
orbits of nearby companions. The external gravitational potential of an extended body
can be expressed as

V (r, θ) = −GM

R�

[
1 −

∞∑
n=2

Jn

(
R�

r

)n

Pn(cos θ)

]
, (2)

where M is the total mass, R� is the equatorial radius, Jn are constants and Pn are
the Legendre polynomials. The most prominent perturbation is caused by J2, due
to the oblateness of the host body. MacCullagh’s Theorem allows us compute J2
using

J2 = 1

MR2
�

(
Θzz − Θxx + Θyy

2

)
= Θzz − Θxx

MR2
�

, (3)

where Θxx = Θyy ≤ Θzz are the principal moments of inertia. It is known that a
non-zero J2 results in secular perturbations in the angular orbital elements. Namely,
the secular term in Ω (argument of ascending node) is computed [48, 80] as

dΩ

dt
= −3

2
J2n

(
a

R�

)−2 cos ϕ

(1 − e2)2
. (4)

Here n denotes the orbital mean motion, a is the semi-major axis, e is the orbital
eccentricity, i is the inclination of the orbit in reference to the sky plane, and ϕ is the
mutual inclination.
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Assuming a circular orbit for the transiting companion and by taking ω0 = dΩ/dt

as the precession rate inducted by J2, we finally obtain

d cos i

dt
= −3

2
J2n

(
a

R�

)−2

× (5)

×(cos i cos ip + sin i sin ip cos ΔΩ) ×
× sin i sin ip sin ΔΩ,

where ip is the orbital inclination to the stellar equator. Since transits are observed,
we can say here that cos i � sin i ≈ 1. In addition, b = (a/R�) cos i, thus the above
equation can be rearranged to give ḃ as

ḃ = −3

2
J2n

(
a

R�

)−1

sin2 ip sin λ cos λ, (6)

where λ is the orbital misalignment in celestial projection. This way, the observed
change in transit duration can be directly related to the drift in the b impact parameter,
which is the relative distance between the transit chord and the center of the stellar
disk, so the central transit has an impact parameter of b = 0, and the grazing transit
can be described by b = 1. If b varies due to orbital precession, the transit duration
will be scaled as

√
1 − b2. Also, the transit duration variations can be related to a

drift in inclination, i, reflecting the mutual precession of the spin axis of the star,
and the orbital plane of the planet, around the axis of total angular momentum, and
uncovers the important stellar and planetary dynamical parameters.

The general problem of a precessing stellar spin and planet orbital plane is rather
complex. In Fig. 3 we show four stages of such a scenario. Since the total angular
momentum depends of the tensor of inertia of the host star and the planet’s orbital
parameters, the mutual angles between the axes of precession of the star and the
orbital plane depend on all system parameters. Also, the transit light curve will be
modulated by the pattern of gravity darkening, which also has an untrivial behaviour
just as illustrated in Fig. 3. Since the stellar rotation leads to an oblateness of the star,
the transit duration and possibly, its rate will also deviate from the canonical value in
a special manner. The problem is complex, and a general solution is required to solve
the light curves with planetary precession. By the launch of Ariel, the necessary for-
malism will be developed, also taking into account the multiband Ariel photometry
and how it resolves the expectable degenerations in the light curve.

Kepler-13 [75, 79, 80], MASCARA 4b [3], and Kelt-9 [2] an outstanding examples
for an orbital precession leading to TDVs in normal planets. In Fig. 4 upper panel,
we plot the increasing transit duration of Kepler-13Ab. Kepler and TESS data reveal
significant transit duration variations. We see no TTV in the lower panel, proving
that the reason of the transit duration variation is the stellar rotation and the orbital
precession, and not and outer perturber.

By the time of Ariel observations, due to the observation window of roughly two
decades, we expected to see a changing velocity, too. The current best realistic fits
just goes through the TESS data point, and suggest a db/dt value of 0.13, predicting
a roughly central transit by the time of Ariel observations. Later on, 80 years from
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Fig. 3 Rapid stellar rotation
leads to the precession of the
stellar spin axis and the orbital
plane. This leads to transit depth
variation and possibly complex
light curve distortions due to the
changing pattern of gravity
darkening along the transit chord
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Fig. 4 Transit duration of Kepler-13.01. Duration data from Kepler photometry are plotted individually
for all transits in Q2–Q17, TESS data were fitted in the folded transit light curve (Szabó et al. 2020)

now, Kepler-13Ab evolves to a non-transiting planet, similar to the scenario shown
in Fig. 3.

3.2 Rapidly rotating stars as planet hosts

Rapid rotation is typical for single main-sequence stars earlier than about F5 (so-
called Kraft break, [52]) due to the lack of the convective envelopes. The rotation rate
is a function of mass and evolutionary state so it is routinely used in gyrochronology
(see e.g., [87]).

The rapid rotation of early-type stars coupled with the lack of strong spectral lines
other than Hydrogen Balmer lines limits radial-velocity measurement precision [43].
Thus for many exoplanets detected by the transit method, only the upper mass limit
from spectroscopy is available (e.g. the case of XO-06b, [35]).

Another consequence of the rapid rotation is the gravitational darkening first
described for radiative envelopes by [88]. The gravitational darkening is the result of
the different energy transfer rate across a rotating star due to the local gravity dif-
ferences. Because the local gravity is largest at the poles, they are the hottest places
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on rapid rotators. Recently, an analytical method producing very accurate results
especially for fast rotators was published by [39]. The conditions of the von Zeipel
theorem also fail for cooler stars [22, 24, 25]. The valid method has the following
properties: a) to be applied to convective and/or radiative envelopes; b) one can inves-
tigate the influence of the optical depth in the GDE by changing the fitting point
to impose the boundary conditions, without loss of generality; c) The GDE can be
computed as a function of initial mass, chemical composition, evolutionary stage and
other ingredients of input physics. More realistic atmosphere models can be easily
incorporated as external boundary condition, as done in [25].

The rotation also modifies the shape of a star making it oblate. When the rotation
rate reaches so called break-up velocity (the equator gravity is zero), the ratio of the
equatorial to polar radius is 3:2. This is valid in so-called Roche approximation of
the surface, when the star is assumed to be a mass point [69].

Alhough the fast rotation complicates the transit light-curve analysis [9], it enables
to constrain the orientation of the rotational axis with respect to the orbital plane if a
high-precision space photometry is available [11, 81]. The fast rotation also enables
to directly detect the planet feature in mean line profiles (see e.g. the case of WASP-
33b, [31]) and more recently to detect the nodal precession of the exoplanet orbit
spectroscopically [89].

Unlike in slowly rotating late-type stars, where the transit depth primarily depends
on the ratio of the planet and stellar radii, for rapid rotators the impact factor and stel-
lar spin-orbital plane misalignment significantly affect the transit depth. Spin-orbit
misalignment in rapid rotators causes asymmetric transit light curves. Multi-colour
light curves are critical to disentangle the effects of the limb and gravity darkening.
With high-precision multi-band light curves and spectroscopically determined pro-
jected misalignment angle λ, it is in principle possible to better constrain the orbit
of the planet, to determine the obliquity of the stellar rotational axis, and to lift the
parameter degeneracies.

The synthetic light curves in VISPhot, FGS1 and FGS2 were computed (for
details see [81]) for an extreme case of Kelt-21b [47], which has projected rotational
velocity of v sin i = 146 km/s. Although the projected spin-axis orbital plane mis-
alignment is only λ = -5.6 degrees, the rapid rotation strongly deforms the transit
light curve. Moreover, the large surface temperature gradients across the surface of
the parent star result in significant differences between the photometric bands (see
Fig. 5).

Even if the spin axis of the star is perfectly aligned, the effects of gravitational
darkening due to the rapid rotation are significant. The brightness drop due to a
transiting planet strongly depends on the transit impact factor. The synthetic light
curves for the case of Kelt-21b with λ = 0 degrees are shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 5. The principal difference is the transit amplitude depending strongly on the
wavelength of observation.

3.3 Oblateness of fast rotating planets

Most exoplanets are known to be in a bound spin-orbit state due to their vicinity
to the central stars and the tidal evolution. However, farther gas giants in the Solar
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Fig. 5 Synthetic light curves of Kelt-21b for three photometric bands centered at 550 nm, 700 nm, 950
nm. The projected rotational velocity of the parent star is 146 km/s. Top: The stellar spin axis obliquity
is assumed to be 70◦, the projected spin axis-orbital plane misalignment is λ = -5.6◦. The dashed curves
are phase-mirrored original curves to highlight the light-curve asymmetry. Bottom: The stellar spin axis
obliquity is assumed to be 90◦, the projected spin axis-orbital plane misalignment is λ = 0◦

System are known to have an oblate planetary body, Saturn being the most oblate
example. Ariel will be able to detect the rotation of the fast rotating exoplanets, via
their oblateness induced by the rotation.

The detection of planet rotation can be identified as certain light curve anomalies
which are most prominent at the ingress and egress phases [10, 73]. The detection
must be a difficult task due to the very low S/N ratio. If there is also planetary preces-
sion, the depth variations caused by a precessing oblate planet can be better identified
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[17]. Here we focus only on the detectability from one transit alone, since planet
precession is a long-term effect and its modelling requires many model parameters.
We show that Ariel may be able to detect the planetary rotation from single epoch
measurements, making use of the multiband photometry.

Rotational oblateness can be quantified by the oblateness parameter f . This is
related to the rotational rate of the planet and its mass. With simple dynamical
reasoning we can write as:

f = RE − RP

RP

= Ω2R3
E

GM
, (7)

where RE and RP are the equatorial and polar radii, respectively, and Ω and M

are the angular velocity and mass of the planet (Murray & Dermott 2000). This will
result in slight differences in the observed light curve compared to that of a perfectly
spherical object. Here follows a demonstration of what the multi-band photometry
done with Ariel will be able to disclose.

We assumed a Sun-like central star, orbited by a giant planet that had some
rotational oblateness (representing Saturn, and also a planet close to the rotational
break-up velocity). We modelled 3 scenarios (Fig. 6, upper left panel):

– A: f ∼ 0.09, b = 0, and 0 inclination of the planetary axis;
– B: f ∼ 0.38, b = 0.25, and 30◦ planetary inclination;
– C: f ∼ 0.09 (similar to Saturn), b = 0.25, and 30◦ planetary inclination.

The results of these simulations are plotted (with dots) in the top right and two bottom
panels of Fig. 6.

The simulated planetary transits were fitted using FITSH/lfit [61], as described
in Section 3. The best-fit curves are overplotted in the top parts of the top right and
bottom two panels of Fig. 6. Subtracting these from the original light curves yields
the residuals shown in the bottom parts of said panels in Fig. 6, which show the light
curve components of planetary oblateness in the photometry.

The spin-orbit misalignment of the B and C scenarios results in asymmetric light
curves, and this asymmetry is clearly visible in the two bottom panels of Fig 6. Even-
tually, the light curves are symmetric for a symmetric geometrical configuration, and
are very asymmetric if slight asymmetries occur in the geometry.

The amplitudes of the residuals near ingress and egress are ∼ 50 ppm, ∼ 70
ppm and ∼ 300 ppm for A, B and C cases, respectively, meaning that with a 20
ppm precision, planetary oblateness can be recognised. This means that planets of
the brightest Ariel target stars can be explored with expectations of a conclusive
result. In the case of these stars, shot noise exceeds the photon noise, and the noise of
data points will be the noise floor (expected to be around 20 ppm) regardless of the
exposure time. Fig 6 shows that the time scale of the variation in the anomalies is in
the order of 0.01 days. This means that those stars are promising for this measurement
where an integration of 5–10 minutes gives a photon noise well below the 20 ppm
level and the observation will be shot-noise limited. This is fulfilled for stars brighter
than K ≈ 8 magnitudes, depending on the effective temperature, too.
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Fig. 6 VISPhot, FGS1 and FGS2 light curve models of planets with oblateness due to rapid rotation. The
geometrical configurations are shown with the labels. The light curve residuals are calculated to the
best-fit [61] solution. Panels A-C show a planet close to rotational break-up at central transit, the same
planet on the b = 0.25 transit chord and 30◦ inclination of the planet’s rotational axis, and a planet with
a Saturn-like oblateness at b = 0.25. Note the colour-dependent shift in the residuals close to the central
position of the planet that breaks up the possible degenerations of planetary oblateness and the ambiguity
in limb darkening coefficients

Also, during the transit, the mean value of the residuals are also colour-dependent.
This colour bias can be measured with the precision of Ariel, and can be an evidence
for a non-spherical planet shape, and hence, rapid planetary rotation.

3.4 Rings around planets

Rings around planets can be primordial or outcome of collisions of large moons, and
in both cases, they can be places where newborn exomoons can also form [34]. The
possible detection of the rings is due to revealing light curve anomalies, similarly to
the oblate planets. These deviations are tiny in both cases, which makes the detection
of rings a challenging task [86]. Besides transit depth variations, [92] suggested the
detectability of photo-ring effects, connected to the scattering properties of the small
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grains that build up the ring. A specific tool for simulating planet light curves with a
ring is SOAP3.0 [4] which is a numerical tool to simulate ringed planet transits and
measure ring detectability based on amplitudes of the residuals between the ringed
planet signal and best fit ringless model (Fig. 7).

We adapted our transit photometry simulator to the simulation of rings, and sim-
ulation of planet oblateness and rings together, too. It has to be emphasized that the
significant difference between light curve distortions caused by planet oblateness or
rings is that the different optical properties: shape distortions of the planet only hide
certain segments of the stellar surface along they path, but grains can scatter the
light to forward directions, too. This scattering depends on the size and the material
properties of the grains, and the wavelength of the observation. The spectrum of the
forward scattered light due to a ring may be observable in spectra, too, which also
helps this distinction.

Here we intend to demonstrate the possibility of these kind of measurements with
Ariel in a simplified example. For this reason, we simulated monochromatic light
curves as observed in VISPhot, and neglected the forward scattering. (Examples
of multiband transits with wavelength-dependent forward scattering is found in the
paper by Garai et al. in this issue.)

Fig. 7 The modelled scenarios, the resulting light curves and the residuals of the fit
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To describe a ringed exoplanet, we introduced the inner and outer radii of the ring
(set to 1, 5RP and 2RP , respectively), the angle of its axis and the planetary orbit (ϕ),
and ϑ , the projected tilt of the ring to the planet’s orbital plane (0◦ and 90◦ for ring
projection parallel and perpendicular to orbital plane respectively) The ring absorbed
10% of the incident light, and had no forward scattering. We modelled the following
scenarios:

– D: f = 0, b = 0, ϑ = 0◦, ϕ = 60◦;
– E: f ∼ 0, 38, b = 0, 25, ϑ = 30◦, ϕ = 60◦;
– F: f = 0, b = 0, 25, ϑ = 30◦, ϕ = 60◦.

The resulting light curves are in good agreement with those described by Barnes
and Fortney (2004) and Heising et al (2015). The similarities with the oblate cases
are remarkable, especially for scenario E. This would mean that while we should be
able to determine that an exoplanet has rings, based on the analysis shown above it
would be difficult to determine whether a given light curve is a result of rings or
oblateness alone, or the combination of these two effects.

3.5 Phase curves and tidally deformed of planet

In close-in systems, both planets and the stars are deformed due to the mutual gravi-
tational tidal distortions. During the transit, the elongated shape of the planet can also
be observed, as deviations from the circular planet silhouette. However, the shape of
the actual deviations are different [5, 32].

Both the magnitude of this deviation and the chromatic effects are similar to the
case of oblate planets, and the observability is similar to the case of planet rotation or
planet rings. An important difference is that tidal deformations are the best observable
in the case of the most close-in planets, while fast planet rotation is expected only far
from the star. Since tidal deformation affects both the planet and the star, tidal effects
in the transit light curve go hand in hand with phase curve variations ([42, 74]). The
complete observation will be more complex and must be studied with complex tools
that are to be developed in a future work.

3.6 The quest for moons

Regular moons are predicted to form generally in planetary systems, as a direct
outcome of planet formation. During the core-accretion, gravitational perturbations
between planet embryos imply a series of constructive impacts up to the formation
of a fully grown planet [60]. This phase may happen between a few Myrs to a few
100 Myrs after the star formation (see e.g. [18]), and in these processes, satellites may
form around the growing planets. Such giant impacts are advocated for the formation
of the Earth’s Moon [14] and for the formation of Uranus and Neptune’s satellites
[57]. Satellites may also be formed in rings, which could be natural outcomes of giant
impacts or tidal disruptions, either in the planet formation phase or later in a relaxed
planetary system (see e.g. [15, 21, 34]).

An alternative scenario invokes the accretion of moons in the gaseous circumplan-
etary envelopes that surround the most massive giant planets during their growth in
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the gaseous protoplanetary disks (see e.g. [16, 71]). Inside the circumplanetary disk,
the solid material is replenished by the surrounding protoplanetary disk. This solid
material is thought to coagulate in the form of large satellites in a way similar to plan-
ets. Then the young satellites migrate inward, and sometimes sink into the planet.
When the circumplanetary disk disappears, the satellite system is stabilized on the
short term.

After the planets have been formed, the orbits of moons evolve due to the planet’s
tides. Tidal forces lead to the dissipation of energy. On one hand, this usually results
in the gradual expansion of the moon’s orbits, if the evolution starts outside the
planet’s synchronous radius. (A synchronous orbit is where the moon’s orbital period
is equal to the planet’s rotational period.) On the other hand, moons inside the syn-
chronous orbit will migrate inwards and can reach the planet’s Roche limit where the
moons are disrupted by tidal forces.

Transiting exoplanets that possess moons have transit times that depart from per-
fect regularity. Hence, detection of TTVs (transit time variations) may allow the
identification of potential exomoon candidates [49, 50, 76–78, 82, 83]. TTVs alone
are not sufficient to uniquely identify the presence of an exomoon because of possible
perturbations by other bodies. Nevertheless, detecting TTVs will identify candidates
meriting further investigation with additional techniques. With methods estimating
the full photometric effect of the moon are more sensitive to the size of the moon,
rather than to its mass [78], and a combination of the dynamical and photometric sig-
nal, the photodynamical method can reveal the full information, including the moon’s
mass [51]. However, instrument systematics still can mimic a presence of a moon
[44, 82].

The most secure detection of a moon is observing a consistent combination of
different light curve characteristics, including TTVs, TDVs, and most preferentially,
a light curve distortion that is characteristic to a moon (Fig. 8). Capabilities of Ariel
are promising here, since the systematics of the different instruments will be mostly
uncorrelated, and biases due to long-lasting systematics can be filtered out. Also, the
multiband photometry helps certifying that the biases in the three photometers and
the infrared are really identical to a companion, possibly leading to a multispectral
confirmation of the presence of the largest exomoons.

3.7 Transit timing variations—mass and orbital parameters improvements

The Transit Time Variation (TTV) technique is a powerful tool to discover and
characterise exoplanetary systems by measuring changes in the orbital period due
to gravitational interaction [1, 45, 56]. The fast-cadence photometric data provided
by the Ariel Fine Guidance Sensors (FGS1 and FGS2), NIRSpec, and AIRS will
allow us to measure the planetary transit time at precision and accuracy level of few
seconds. This will also break the degeneracy on doubtful dynamical solutions by
extending the temporal baseline of known planets in multiple-planet systems show-
ing TTV signals. We present the Ariel timing performances based on simulations of
real targets and some possible science cases in a separate paper (Borsato et al., 2020)
in the present journal issue.
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Fig. 8 Light curve of a planet+moon scenario is combination of the planet alone and the moon alone light
curves. The precision required to directly observe the distortion caused by the moon is in the order of an
observation of a planet of the same size [76]

4 Summary

In this paper, we gave a description of the Ariel photometric system, consisting the
measurements of VISPhot, FGS1, FGS2 photometers and also synthetic photometry
in Jsynth, Hsynth and wide-band Thermal bands, derived from the signal of NIRSpec
and AIRS spectra, in term of performance in planet parameter determination in a
wide palette of stellar and planet parameters. We examined the feasibility of new
science cases “beyond the five planet parameters”, making use of the high precision
multiband data and non-standard ways of modeling signals of non-spherical planets,
and accounting for effects of stellar rotation.

The main conclusions can be summarised as follows.

– Timing precisions of 10–40 s are possible for typical stars in the Target list.
The most precise band is Hsynth, the most precise measurement is the wide-band
NIR photometry directly from NIRSpec. Independent measurements from the
photometer signal and the wide-band Thermal IR is possible, with only a bit less
precision than in Hsynth.

– TDV measurements can be as precise as 2–3% in the planet radius parameter.
– Both transit timing and transit depth is most precise for stellar types close to the

Sun. For earlier type stars the stellar radius compresses the signal, in case of later
type stars the activity and the faintness of the star increase the noise.

– A joint analysis of TTVs and TDVs can lead to three-dimensional solutions for
the planets’ orbits and the rotation properties of the star.

– We expect that planet oblateness due to rapid planet rotation, tidal distortions,
and the observation of rings around planets can also be observable in the case
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of the conceivable best examples. The distinction between these three sources
of light curve distortion is more difficult, and requires the joint analysis of the
multiband photometry.

– The quest for exomoons is most promising with combining several possible
exomoon effects, including TTVs, TDVs, and mostpreferentially, a light curve
distortion that is characteristic to a moon.

– The independence of instrument systematics in the different bands and the possi-
bility of a simultaneous multiband signal modeling offers a better reconstruction
of the transit signals.

– The examined cases illustrate that the multiband capabilities of Ariel highly
support the observation (or possible discovery) of exotic planet physics.
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